Introduction
The BASIC language has a wide range of arithmetic functions such as natural and common logarithms, natural antilogarithm (exponential) and square root [1] . In addition, exponentiation is an available arithmetic operator. These features make BASIC a useful language for scientific work. By contrast, the very powerful data-base language MUMPS [2 and 3] 
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Instead of using standard series functions to represent logarithmic and exponential functions [7] two rational functions as described by Hastings were used [8] . These were, for log0 x over the range -< x -<_ 10: In the answer, the first 16 digits are arithmetically significant with the following zeros present as place holders and format fulfillers.
Log
In this routine, a number for which the log is to be determined is input (underlined), and the calculated log is returned. The logarithm of a fraction is a negative number which may be represented in one of two ways. It may be expressed with a positive mantissa and a negative characteristic or with a negative mantissa and a negative characteristic. The first format is typically expressed with a bar over the characteristic; this program will express the bar format by preceding the characteristic with an underscore. The all negative format is written with a preceding negative and will be shown in brackets. First a complete table of four-figure logarithms was produced and compared with a set of commercially available tables [8] ; the values were identical. Next a set of one-to eight-digit numbers were converted to their logarithms using 15 
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